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Ride support early, followed by "uneven" ride to the coast

	

Kevin and I started out the day doing ride support for the Foster City Community annual bike ride. Look closely at the fork on the

kid's bike and you'll see it's backward...

The "after" photo, with fork properly oriented.

It was a longer day than most, starting out with our annual tire-pumping ritual at the Foster City Community Bike Ride. We've done

this for a few years... it's not technically difficult, but you do get a workout inflating a zillion bikes that arrive with very low air

pressure. If you look closely at the photo, you'll see the fork on the kid's bike is reversed. This is not unusual for department-store

bikes but creates serious handling issues (meaning, simply, the bike is dangerous to ride). Fortunately, an easy-enough fix for us.

Our tire inflation duties ended about 10:30 or so, just in time for an afternoon ride during the heat of the day. It was supposed to be

the usual coast run, finishing up Tunitas, but Kevin was getting some flank pain again (kidney stone stuff) so by the time we arrived

in Pescadero, he wasn't in great shape. Better shape than one of the markets in Pescadero though, which had burned down early this

morning.

The burned-out shell of the market in Pescadero
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We rode very, very slowly along Stage Road and then headed up 84 instead of continuing to Tunitas, calling for Sag Support (his

sister) to meet him in LaHonda to give him a ride the rest of the way home. That left me free to hammer the rest of the way, up the

relatively-shallow grade back to Skyline. I've really got to put that Strava segment onto my Garmin, because this is the second time

in a few weeks where I've missed out on my best time (on that segment) by just a few seconds. Curiously, when I looked up my

fastest time on that segment, it was also on a day that Kevin had to get sagged out in LaHonda, back in 2013.

Hot? Sure, it got up to about 90 at one point, upper-80s most of the time. I prefer it cooler, but I ride better when it's in this

temperature range.

The next few days won't involve any bike riding; time to head to Las Vegas for the Interbike trade show. I'll be around bikes, just not

riding them. Hate that.
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